
Markets, Equilibrium & Price 
How Do You Know When the Price is Right? 

 
Preview Assignment 

Product:                                           Price you paid: 

Why were you willing to pay this price? 

 

Why was the seller willing to sell at that price? 

 

Do you think you paid the right price? Why? 

 

What Happens When Demand and Supply Meet? 

In a free market,         work together to determine 

price. 

Market Equilibrium is            

Reaching Market Equilibrium 

Graph the supply & demand for watermelons. Be sure to label each axis and the supply & demand 

curves. 
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Market Price is:            

What Happens When The Price Isn’t Right? 

Equilibrium Price =        

Disequilibrium is what happens when         
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What is the Equilibrium price? 

 

What is the equilibrium quantity? 



 

Practice 

Graph the Demand & Supply for Smoothies. Be sure to label each axis and both the supply & demand 

curves.  
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Example #1: A new study is published saying blueberries are good for you 

Does the event affect demand, supply, or both? 

Does the event shift the demand or supply curve to the left or right? 

As a result of the event, the new equilibrium price is $3.00 and the new quantity demanded is 4,000. 

Graph it. 

Example #2: Blueberry Crop damaged by drought 

Does the event affect demand, supply, or both? 

Does the event shift the demand or supply curve to the left or right? 

As a result of the event, the new equilibrium price is $3.00 and the new quantity supplied is 2,000. 

Graph it. 

 

How Government Intervention Affects Markets 

Price ceilings lead to         

A Price ceiling is the     price consumers are    to pay 

for a good or service. 

Price above the ceiling is    . 

Example:          

 

When does a shortage occur? 

 

When does a surplus occur? 

 

Graph both the surplus and the shortage
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On the graph below draw: 

 Supply and demand curve, Equilibrium point, Price ceiling at $3/box 
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Price floors lead to         

A Price floor is the     price consumers are    to pay 

for a good or service. 

Price below the floor is    . 

Example:      
 
On the graph above add: 

 Price floor at $8/box 
 
Excess Supply & Demand 
 
Price Controls lead to           
 
Shortages = Rationing 
             
 
Shortages = Black Market 
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Price ceilings cause ________________ 

 

Price floors cause ________________ 


